WELCOME TO OPEN SCHOOL NIGHT

Second Grade Team

Purpose of Open School Night
➔ Introduce you to the school community members
➔ Review remote learning expectations
➔ Share curriculum information for ELA, Mathematics,
and Specials Classes
➔ Share ways to get help and support for your scholar
at home

Agenda for Open School Night
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Introductions
Our Remote Learning Expectations
Our Curriculum
Questions
Home Learning Expectations
How do I support my child in remote learning?
Questions

SECOND GRADE TEAM

YURI KOCHIYAMA CLASSROOM
NELSON MANDELA CLASSROOM

MEET THE YURI KOCHIYAMA TEACHERS
Ms. Smith
★ I am Jamaican
★ My favorite TV show is Life
Below Zero
★ I love to go on long train rides
★ My first love is looking after
babies
★ My daughter will be 19 on the
19th of September

He who is outside his door, already has the
hardest part of his journey behind him. ~
Dutch Proverb

MEET THE NELSON MANDELA TEACHER
Ms. Grossman:
★ I am from Charlottesville, Virginia. I am moving to
NYC as we speak!
★ I got my bachelor and masters degrees both at UVA.
★ I love musicals… Hamilton is my favorite!
★ I love to travel.
★ I also love to sing, dance and do all kinds of art. I
painted this mural ( → ) with one of my favorite
quotes: From Little Seeds Grow Mighty Trees.

MEET OUR CLASSROOM NAMESAKES
Nelson Mandela
★ Nelson Mandela was a South-African political leader and
anti-apartheid revolutionary.
★ He spent 27 years in prison for his anti-apartheid work, but
never stopped fighting for what was right. Upon his release, he
won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1993 and was elected as the first
Black president of South Africa in 1994.
★ He was a strong believer in the power of education to change
the world.

Education is the most powerful
weapon which you can use to
change the world.
- Nelson Mandela

MEET OUR CLASSROOM NAMESAKES
Yuri Kochiyama
★
★
★
★
★

Yuri Kochiyama was born in San Pedro, California

She is of Japanese descent.
She was a human right activist.
She was great friends with Malcolm X and held his head after he was shot.
She dedicated her entire life to social justice and change by joining various
movements for change.

MEET OUR SPECIALS TEAM
Music Teacher
Ms. Whyte

●
●

●

I am excited to return to La Cima for the 5th year.
I earned my B.A in Music Education from the City
College of New York and my M.A in Intercultural
Studies from Nyack College.
I am very passionate about your child’s music
education because music education has proven to be
fundamental to child development and academic
success.

Physical Education Teacher
Mr. Sullivan

●
●
●

This is my 9th year teaching and 9th year
working at La Cima.
The kids call me Coach Sullivan or Coach.
I also have a passion for soccer which I’ve
played for over 20 years and coached for 13
years.

African Dance and Drumming Teacher
Mr. M’Baye

●
●

I was born in Dakar, Senegal to a Nguewel
household (a family of artists)
I currently teach Sabar Dance classes at
Alvin Ailey on Mondays 6:30-8:00 and on
Saturday 6:30-8:00

MEET OUR SPECIALS TEAM
*Our students will also be participating in an Art Program called the
Hummingbird Program which is led by our
Art Consultant Ms. Fremont from My Hands My Tools.

MEET OUR SCHOLAR SUPPORT TEAM
Ms. Masse
School
Psychologist

Ms. Young
Mr. Cruz
School Counselor School and Family
Senior Associate

OUR REMOTE LEARNING EXPECTATIONS
We expect the following for remote learning:
❖
❖
❖
❖
-

Scholars have a quiet space for daily instruction that is not a bed
Scholars are on time for instruction
scholars are on at 8:25AM in the morning
scholars come back from breaks on time (especially after lunch breaks)
scholars are not leaving the virtual setting before the day ends
Scholars come dressed for success in your school uniform shirt (burgundy or white polo shirt)
Scholars are on Zoom with their mic muted and video on
Parents please do not hover during lessons or give answers to teachers’ questions to your scholar (We
firmly believe in our scholars’ ability to think independently)
❖ Scholars keep learning materials organized (in the boxes provided) and close by
❖ Scholars keep distracting items such as stuffed animals & blankets away from their learning
space
❖ Scholars take good care of all of their materials - especially their technology

VIRTUAL PRESENCE
REMOTE LEARNING EXPECTATIONS

VIRTUAL PRESENCE
REMOTE LEARNING EXPECTATIONS
We will be providing all families with the discipline code (via your student’s lA
La Cima email address). You will find our behavioral expectations in this
document that are applied to our virtual remote setting.
It is important to mention that we expect that all scholars exemplify and model
our C.A.R.E values at all times while they are on any digital platforms.
We as a school community have a zero tolerance for cyberbullying or any
other form of bullying that could take place in our remote setting as such
behavior that goes against our C.A.R.E values.

OVERVIEW OF OUR CURRICULUM
❖ Scholars learn lessons in English Language Arts in the context of social studies, history and science
using the Core Knowledge Language Arts program (CKLA).

❖ Our core math curriculum is Eureka Math where scholars are able to develop their problem
solving and reasoning skills.

❖

This year, two classes (one 2nd and one 3rd grade) are piloting the Singapore Math program
which further facilitates the development of critical thinking skills. We expect to transition to this
math program in the 21-22 school year.

❖ Social Emotional learning is built into daily morning meetings and applied throughout the day.

We chose CKLA because it is a comprehensive curriculum that is Common Core aligned. The curriculum provides students
with multiple opportunities to interact with grade level texts in a meaningful way while providing them with the opportunity of
building content knowledge while also developing their reading skills.

Independent Reading Level Expectations

2nd Grade Independent Reading Levels
Beginning of the Year (Sept/Oct)

Level J ( some scholars may be at K)

1st Benchmark (Nov/Dec)

Level K ( some scholars may be at L)

2nd Benchmark (Dec/ Jan)

Level L (some scholars may be M)

End of Year (May/June)

Level M (some scholars may be N)

Eureka Math and Math In Focus are 2 math curriculums that fully support the constructivist approach to mathematics which is
grounded in the idea that student learn math by doing it and participating in rigorous tasks that require them to be critical
problem solvers who take risks and persevere in problem solving.

SAMPLE SECOND GRADE Math Problem
Problem-solving process:
RDW
1. Read the problem
2. Draw a picture
3. Write an equation and
answer statement.

Example: Mia counted all the fish in a tank. She counted 38
goldfish and 4 black fish. How many fish were in the tank?

SAMPLE SECOND GRADE Math Problem
Pictorial stage- scholars get
to work on problems with
the aid of graphics while
moving away from
manipulatives.
Concrete
stage- the
scholars use
manipulatives to
work through
problems at the
beginning stage.

Abstract stagescholars work
independently without
the aid of manipulatives
and graphics.

Assessments at La Cima
❖

NWEA MAP Assessment in ELA & Mathematics

These are online assessments that measure students’ grade level performance on the Common Core and Next Generation
standards at incremental benchmark stages throughout the year. They are an adaptive test that responds to the information that
students enter for each question. This assessment also ranks their individual performance against a grouping of national students
who are in the same grade as them who have also taken the same assessment.
❖

Interim Assessments in ELA & Mathematics via Illuminate Education

These are online assessments that measure students’ cumulative grade level performance as they progress throughout their units
of study in ELA and Mathematics. This assessment is Common Core and Next Generation Standards aligned.
❖

Mid & End of Unit Assessments

These are online assessments that measure a student’s grade level performance within a specific unit of study in ELA and
Mathematics.
❖

Daily Exit Tickets

It is very important that all scholars complete their daily Exit Tickets within Google Classroom at the end of each day because they
serve as an assessment tool of the scholar’s daily learning. Our teachers use the data from everyday’s Exit Tickets to inform the
instruction for the the following day/s and weeks.

DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM - STUDENT WORK
Students must log into Google Classroom every day to:
➔
➔
➔

receive messages from their teacher
receive and complete their classwork
receive their Zoom link for all classes

Students must log onto their Gmail accounts on a
weekly basis:
➔

receive information from the teacher for their family
members

Students must log into Clever every day to:
➔
➔

access their online platforms needed for home learning
(homework)
receive messages from the teacher about their use of our
online platforms

DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM - STUDENT WORK

HOME LEARNING EXPECTATIONS
Scholars will be provided with daily homework assignments to reinforce skills taught during our live
lessons. All daily activities will be posted on google classroom on our stream as well as under the
Classwork tab.
Scholars are expected to:
●

Complete all the daily assignments assigned to them

●

Complete all assignments independently

Families we ask that you support in:
●

Provide a quiet work space for your child to complete each daily assignment

●

Read the instructions to your child to ensure they are on task

●

Check your child’s work to ensure they have answered each component of the assignment ( The
teacher will check for accuracy to see if re-teaching is needed)

HOW DO I SUPPORT MY CHILD?
Read, Read, Read - Reading Must Be a Love and A Habit
1. Read to your child every day (min 15-20 min.)
2. Have your child read independently for 30 minutes.
3. Ask your child questions about what he/she is reading.
4. Have your child write about what he/she is reading.

What should I ask when my child is reading?
Step # 1 - Identify the Genre of the Text
Step # 2 - See if your scholar can answer these specific questions about the text based on genre
Fiction

Informational (Non-Fiction)

Who are the characters?

What is the big topic?

What is the problem?

What does the author
want you to know about
the topic?

What is the solution?
Is there a lesson learned?

What is the author’s
purpose?

If so what it is?
What is the author’s
perspective on the big
topic?

Poetry

Myth/ Folktale

What is the literal meaning Who are the characters?
within the poem?
What is their motivation?
What is the deeper
meaning?
What is the problem?
What is the solution?
What natural event does
this explain?
What is the lesson
learned?

How do I get support ?
Academic Support

Ms. Smith
michelle@lacimacharterschool.org
(347) 786-3969

Ms. Grossman:
katherine@lacimacharterschool.org
Phone: (434) 906 - 8211

Tech Support

Amira Bolton - Nelson Mandela
amira@lacimacharterschool.org
347-423-6852

Tiffany Young - Yuri Kochiyama
tiffany@lacimacharterschool.org
347-675-4798

Social- Emotional Support
Family Support

Tiffany Young - School Counselor
tiffany@lacimacharterschool.org
347-675-4798
Tanika Masse - School Psychologist
tanika@lacimacharterschool.org
347-263-1727

